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My father was born into a very poor family and was the only child to survive while all of his brothers and
sisters died of disease and malnutrition. Now you know With regard to the module Organizational Behavior,
our module tutor divided our entire class into various groups of five and I found myself entitled with four
other tremendously enthusiastic classmates of mine, namely Gayani, Jayan, Tharuka and Maheshi who I was
very eager to work with. Leadership is key to developing moral standards as well as implementing, monitoring
and taking action against any unethical behavior. Knowing yourself and fellow mankind are extremely
important in life as well as in management. I came to accept that the life I had invested in and planned on was
concluding. It is the systematic study and application of knowledge about how individuals and groups act
within the organizations where they work. Campbell, J. One of the main goals of organizational behavior is to
revitalize organizational theory and develop a better conceptualization of organizational life. Secondly, I will
complete the basic courses in organizational behavior and related fields while conducting some elementary
research. At this juncture, the climate created upon my arrival was pleasant and accommodating towards my
efforts to transit into the change and acquisition phase of joining a new organizational structure. Our goal was
to expand our interests and achieve a similar level of success in the mainstream and primary markets. She was
the first person to arrive every day and usually one of the last to leave. She was opinionated, judgmental and
spent most of our break time together complaining and engaged in negative feedback about other employees.
What is the reward for participating? I was in crisis mode, coping alone and searching for tools to help make
the transition less turbulent. The intelligence of the spiritual province is what organizes energy soup into
knowable entities. She was honest, trustworthy and hard working. At this level of analysis, organizational
behavior draws upon the sociological and socio-psychological sciences. She reiterated throughout the
interview that experience is the key to being successful In his leadership role, I experience a stronger bond
between supervisor and staff, showing the social relationship. The winter survival exercise is made up of a list
a group of survivors need after crash-landing with a small plane in the woods of Southern Manitoba. I
thoroughly researched every written paper to find the most up to date information with a tenacious pursuit of
accuracy. I completely removed myself psychologically from the world of adults to immerse myself in the
world of my child from her viewpoint, out of the comfort and safety of our new home environment.
Conclusion An analysis of the organizational structure and of various behavioral components at my former
places of employment has been instrumental in my ascertaining both the positive and negative influences of
the organizational experiences that continue to shape my life and career path. Unfortunately, as soon as the
complexities of our evolving workforce mix with human relationships, even the best-intentioned supervisors
can find the management side of their jobs deteriorating into chaos In my MBA program, all of my courses
required written papers and presentations, such as market research and business plans. People who want to
have a successful organization in business world; first they should be able to define OB which helps the
organizations to be more effectively. Other fields of study that are of interest to organizational behavior are
ergonomics, statistics, and psychometrics. There are times when individuals are not given the opportunity to
refuse participation on a team. I often take for granted the education that I do receive, and it was interesting
that her piece of advice was to continue to learn. The topic of team processes relies heavily on the field of
sociology. I showed empathy allowing her a safe place to vent, keeping what she shared in strict confidence. I
believe that studying in America can not only broaden my vision in this field but also help me to find ways of
thinking and solving problems. People who want to excel in life hunger for knowledge, seeking to learn more.
When we study power and influence in organizations, we borrow heavily from political sciences. The first step
I reluctantly took was to enroll my youngster in a preschool. It is an important tool which they can use to get
more out of their employees and increase organizational performance. Bill in the interim created a new private
lending business and continues in his efforts to support us by hiring my services. In China, there are currently
no outstanding professors in the field of organizational behavior. All of these factors serve to increase the role
that personality plays as a determinant of outcomes such as stress, cooperative or deviant behavior, and
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performance. Performance evaluations can be described as the measurement of the performance of an
employee related to defined measures, using an applicable performance goals and appropriate criteria that
relates to the employees work in question Our mothers were still best friends therefore through informal
family communication systems he was privy to my achievements in Arizona and Los Angeles, as well as
aware of my current predicament. The last area, organizational change, has received much focus and attention,
thus the vast amount of literature on the topic. The Mortgage and Loan Experience The co-founder of the
mortgage company I found employment with, is a man I grew up with that goes by the name Billy A.


